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Step1：Order it online
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It is easy to get your Cloudtcm Meridian Analysis 
System(C.M.A.S), you only need to order it online with 
your paypal account(www.paypal.com). You will need to 
visit our website, www.cloudtcm.com, it will guid you to 
pay online step by step.

CLOUDTCM MERIDIAN ANALYSIS SYSTEM            PC VERSION WITH CLOUD DATA SYNC

CLOUDTCM  

MERIDIAN ANALYSIS

Academic Using Only

PC VERSION WITH CLOUD 
DATA SYNC

Internet connection is not necessary if  you are using Cloudtcm meridian 
analysis system PC version(CLOUDTCM-PC), all your data will be 
storage in your computer. Internet connection is necessary  as you need to 
sync your date with cloud sync system such as google drive, dropbox,etc.

http://www.paypal.com
http://www.cloudtcm.com
http://www.cloudtcm.com
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Step2：Download and install software

You need to download the latest version of  CLOUDTCM-PC, unzip it 
and double click SETUP.EXE icon with your mouse, it will guide you to 
complete the entire installation procedure. The Wizard will guide you to 
click [next]to compete the installation.

Unzip

Setup

only 
need to 
click 
next

Note：.NET 
FRAMEWORK 
4.0 is needed, It 
will be installed 
automatically.

http://www.cloudtcm.com
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Step3：Obtain the hardware

detecting 
hardware

After you paid it online, you will receive the detecting hardware in few 
days, the detecting hardware is composed of  these components：

detecting 
probe

usb wire

connection Y-style wire
holding 
pole

http://www.cloudtcm.com
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Step4：Operation of the Software

Without the connection of  usb device, you can not complete the meridian 
analysis.

Note: Make 
sure to connect 
up detecting 
hardware with 
USB wire.  
You will see 
“device not 
found” message 
if  your device is 
not connected. 

Note: If  the 
message “device 
not found” 
constantly to show. 
It will be either usb 
wire broken or 
broken detecting 
device.  

Please contact us 
directly online.

Click CLOUDTCM_PC icon on your desktop, you 
should select an English version at the first time. Meridian 
analysis system will be launched instantly. You can click 
[add new client] button to add new client, date will be 
stored after you click [save] button, you can edit/delete 
client anytime.

Internet connection is not necessary if  you are using Cloudtcm_PC 
version,  all your data will be storage in local ACCESS database.

client 
management 
system

connect 
detecting 
hardware

http://www.cloudtcm.com
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Step5：Prepare the cotton
The conductivity on skin surface is the most important factor for accurate reading. 
It is affected by probe & electrode pressure, electrolyte (sweat) concentration, 
contacting area,and cleanliness of  the skin. 

Inconsistent contacting surface between the probe and examinee's skin affects the 
reading dramatically. Thus, detecting module with wet cotton was developed. The 
softness of  wet cotton and a thin layer of  water between the cotton and skin will 
maximise the contacting area. In addition, wet cotton can act as buffer to dilute 
electrolyte from the examinee’s sweat and reduce the fluctuation caused by 
uncontrollable electrolyte (sweat) concentration. The preparation of  the conductive 
cotton is very important and critical for a successful measurement. 

Please follow the instructions below to prepare the cotton properly: 

1. Saturate the cotton with water. When the cotton is dehydrated, it is not easy to 
conduct electricity. You can drip water on the cotton and gently rub the cotton to 
make sure it is nicely wet entirely and has retained its softness. 

2. Squeeze the cotton tightly into the bowl on the constant pressure module. The 
cotton should reside in the bowl and exceed the brim by 1/16 inch. According to 
previous experience, if  the cotton has not been stuffed tightly, or has not been 
stuffed deep enough inside the bowl, the measurement result will be unstable. This 
is the most common mistake. 

3. The cotton may be dehydrated in step 2. Thus, after properly placing the in the 
detecting module, pour water on the cotton again to ensure the wetness and 
softness. 

4. Press the cotton with the thumb a little bit to drain excessive water to prevent 
seeping during measurement. You may do so against examinee's palm, and the 
drained water can be used for electrode.

prepare  
the  
cotton

http://www.cloudtcm.com
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Click [Start] to start a new measurement 

After choosing the client, the system will login in the client’s profile page, 
you will see a [New Measurement] button, click to start the measurement.

Step6：Meridian Measurement 

add  
a new 
measurement

start a new 
measurement

calibration

http://www.cloudtcm.com
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Place the probe with the wet cotton on the ground pole to complete calibration

Note: System will 
automatically ask 
you for the 
calibration. After 
click [start], place 
the probe with 
the wet cotton on 
the ground pole 
for calibration. It 
only takes about 
3 seconds to 
complete the 
calibration.

During the measurement, the examniee should hold the ground pole on 
one hand, the examniner should measure the points step by step. The 
spring of  the probe, by partially compressed, will remain pressure around 
120 g/cm2. This is the optimum pressure level. The excess pressure will 
stimulate the measuring point and result in higher reading. Excessive 
pressure should be avoided. 

Calibrate 
the cotton

Measure 
each 
points

http://www.cloudtcm.com
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Please follow the illustration to complete the meridian measurement. The 
digital value will be storage in each column, click on [ok] button after the 
measurement procedure in completed, all the data could keep in the 
ACCESS database in your computer.

Note: Press 
“Control” and 
“P” at the same 
time to print the 
report.

Measure 
24 points

Measurement 
complete

Show/print  
the report

http://www.cloudtcm.com
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Step7: Select History Data
Back to the client list page, choose a client , then all the history meridian 
measurement data would be shown at the left column, rank by date. Use 
your mouse to select the date in order to [delete] or [print]  record.

Click on the date, 
meridian 
measurement 
record will be 
shown on the 
right side.  

Click [Delete 
Measurement] 
will remove the 
record. 

Click [Print] to 
show or print the 
report

Delete 
Data

Show/print  
the report

http://www.cloudtcm.com
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Optional Function: Cloud Data Sync
You will need to synchronize the database if  you have your Cloudtcm_PC 
version installed on more than one computer. You will need to sync the 
ACCESS database on different computers. Thus, in our latest version, you 
can synchronise ACCESS database with technique of  cloud drive, such as 
google drive, dropbox, etc. If  you only ned to install one Cloudtcm_PC 
version in just one computer, you will not need to activate this function. 
Please follow these steps to complete the cloud data sync function:

1. Get a Cloud Drive
It is free to get a cloud drive service, you will need to install 
windows component of  cloud drive to synchronise specific 
folder in your computer. We take Google Drive for example, 
all the data will be sync to google cloud server. Please add a 
folder and give it a  name.(for example: cloudtcmdb) 

2. Copy database to the cloud drive 
folder

Click the small icon for the database route, setting page will 
shown and click the user setting, select the route of  your cloud 
drive folder, all your data would be synchronized to the cloud 
server from now on.

Copy your database from  c:/programe files/Cloudtcm/
Cloudtcm_PC/Data/db.mdb  to the cloud drive folder in 
your computer.

3. Setup the database route

http://www.cloudtcm.com
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4. Install the second computer
When you need to install CLOUDTCM_PC on the second or more 
computers, you need to install Cloud drive windows version too. You will 
see the same folder and Access database in the second computer. Setup 
the database route to the same folder again in your CLOUDTCM_PC 
software. All these computers would link to the same database and share 
the same data from now on.

Note: The technique of  cloud drive synchronization is not “real time ”, 
thus, you can not operate meridian measurement on more than one of  
your computers at the same time, it will be conflicted. 

Based on our experience, you need to wait about 1-3 minutes for the 
sync procedure of  your cloud drive. 

http://www.cloudtcm.com
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 Requirement for the measurement

Requirements for the Environment

Requirements for the Examiner

The C.M.A.S. is a highly sensitive device. To minimize the interference 
from some environmental factors and achieve the highest accuracy, 
please prepare the environment as below: 

1. To avoid interference from the power source, please plug the 
computer to a power outlet or surge protector alone. Do not share the 
same power source with high-wattage or strong electromagnetic field 
devices, such as heater, microwave, refrigerator, motor, fan, vacuum 
cleaner, TV, air conditioner, oven, washer, dryer, etc. The usage of  these 
electronics may produce power surge or electromagnetc interference. 

2. To avoid the interference of  electromagnetic field, keep the 
computer and detective device at least. 

3 feet away from above-mentioned electronics even they do not share 
the same power source. Also keep cell phone and cordless phone 3 feet 
away from the computer, device, and all cables that connect to the device 

4. Do not use the computer and the device in a humid location such 
as the basement. If  you have to use it in such a location, please turn on 
the air conditioner or dehumidifier. 

5. Temperature fluctuation affects the stability of  the device. Do not 
place it close to heater or air conditioner vent or under direct sunlight. 

6. The examinee’s emotion should be stable in order to get accurate 
results. To stabilize the examinee's emotion during the measurement, the 
location should be clean, bright, roomy, and quiet.

1. During examination, do not touch any metallic part on the detecting 
module. Only grab the plastic handle. 

2. The examiner should not touch the examinee during reading. This 
may introduce backgound noise during measurement. Either measurement 
device detectes background noise and pause collecting data or the reading is 
combined with noise. 

3. Please avoid having a conversation with the client as this might affect 
his/her emotion.

http://www.cloudtcm.com
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Requirements for the Examinee

Email：support@cloudtcm.com   Phone：+886-917-098-275 
for English users, e-mail communication for support would be 
recommended.

Disclaimer 
C.M.A.S is produced based on Ryodoraku theory which has been widely used since 1951. 

This device is designed for academic research purpose. Diagnosis of meridian status 
should be performed by health care professional. Although C.M.A.S measures examinee's 
meridian status non-invasively with low current, user should not take examine if he/she has 

any safety or health related concern, especially for those who are pregnant and/or has 
pacemaker implanted, or infant, etc. Using of C.M.A.S device is solely at user's own risk 
and cloudtcm.com is not responsible and liable for any cost incurred by the diagnosis or 

suggestion made by the software.

1. The abnormal dietary and resting patterns will affect the reading 
temporary. During 8 hours prior to taking measurement, please do not drink 
alcohol or coffee, or take drug that affect the nerve system, such as sleeping pills; 
otherwise, the results will be altered. 

2. To stablize the examinee, please rest for at least 15 minutes. 
3. After the meal or intensive exercise, such as swimming, running, etc., 

examinee should wait for at least an hour. 
4. Hands and feet should be dried. Perspiration or dampness on the skin 

surface introduces noise from other meridians and affects the reading. 
5. Metallic items such as watches, rings, necklaces, glasses, etc. should be 

taken off  to avoid short-circuit between meridians. 
6.Make sure the skin surface is clean and free of  oil, lotion, etc. Otherwise, 

use 70% alcohol to clean the meridian points. Not only the alcohol cleans the 
skin surface to ensure higher accuracy, but also it evaporates rapidly and kills 
germs. 

7.The body should not touch the ground, wall or metal furnitures. The feet 
should rest on nonconductive material. If  the isolation is poor, the device may 
not read signal.  

8.In order to get more accurate results, the examinee should lie down while 
taking the measurement.  

9. After measurement, the meridian energy value may change slightly due to 
the detecting current. It is normal and temporary. However, in order to get the 
most accurate reading,please take another measurement the next day.

mailto:support@cloudtcm.com
http://www.cloudtcm.com
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	It is easy to get your Cloudtcm Meridian Analysis System(C.M.A.S), you only need to order it online with your paypal account(www.paypal.com). You will need to visit our website, www.cloudtcm.com, it will guid you to pay online step by step.
	Internet connection is not necessary if you are using Cloudtcm meridian analysis system PC version(CLOUDTCM-PC), all your data will be storage in your computer. Internet connection is necessary  as you need to sync your date with cloud sync system such as google drive, dropbox,etc.

	Step2：Download and install software
	Note：.NET FRAMEWORK 4.0 is needed, It will be installed automatically.
	You need to download the latest version of CLOUDTCM-PC, unzip it and double click SETUP.EXE icon with your mouse, it will guide you to complete the entire installation procedure. The Wizard will guide you to click [next]to compete the installation.

	Step3：Obtain the hardware
	Step4：Operation of the Software
	Click CLOUDTCM_PC icon on your desktop, you should select an English version at the first time. Meridian analysis system will be launched instantly. You can click [add new client] button to add new client, date will be stored after you click [save] button, you can edit/delete client anytime.
	Note: Make sure to connect up detecting hardware with USB wire.
	You will see “device not found” message if your device is not connected.
	Internet connection is not necessary if you are using Cloudtcm_PC version,  all your data will be storage in local ACCESS database.
	Note: If the message “device not found” constantly to show. It will be either usb wire broken or broken detecting device.
	Please contact us directly online.
	Without the connection of usb device, you can not complete the meridian analysis.

	Step5：Prepare the cotton
	Step6：Meridian Measurement
	After choosing the client, the system will login in the client’s profile page, you will see a [New Measurement] button, click to start the measurement.
	Click [Start] to start a new measurement
	Note: System will automatically ask you for the calibration. After click [start], place the probe with the wet cotton on the ground pole for calibration. It only takes about 3 seconds to complete the calibration.
	Place the probe with the wet cotton on the ground pole to complete calibration
	During the measurement, the examniee should hold the ground pole on one hand, the examniner should measure the points step by step. The spring of the probe, by partially compressed, will remain pressure around 120 g/cm2. This is the optimum pressure level. The excess pressure will
	stimulate the measuring point and result in higher reading. Excessive pressure should be avoided.
	Please follow the illustration to complete the meridian measurement. The digital value will be storage in each column, click on [ok] button after the measurement procedure in completed, all the data could keep in the ACCESS database in your computer.
	Note: Press “Control” and “P” at the same time to print the report.

	Step7: Select History Data
	Back to the client list page, choose a client , then all the history meridian measurement data would be shown at the left column, rank by date. Use your mouse to select the date in order to [delete] or [print]  record.
	Click on the date, meridian measurement record will be shown on the right side.
	Click [Delete Measurement]
	will remove the record.
	Click [Print] to show or print the report

	Optional Function: Cloud Data Sync
	You will need to synchronize the database if you have your Cloudtcm_PC version installed on more than one computer. You will need to sync the ACCESS database on different computers. Thus, in our latest version, you can synchronise ACCESS database with technique of cloud drive, such as google drive, dropbox, etc. If you only ned to install one Cloudtcm_PC version in just one computer, you will not need to activate this function. Please follow these steps to complete the cloud data sync function:

	1. Get a Cloud Drive
	It is free to get a cloud drive service, you will need to install windows component of cloud drive to synchronise specific folder in your computer. We take Google Drive for example, all the data will be sync to google cloud server. Please add a folder and give it a  name.(for example: cloudtcmdb)

	2. Copy database to the cloud drive folder
	Copy your database from  c:/programe files/Cloudtcm/Cloudtcm_PC/Data/db.mdb  to the cloud drive folder in your computer.

	3. Setup the database route
	Click the small icon for the database route, setting page will shown and click the user setting, select the route of your cloud drive folder, all your data would be synchronized to the cloud server from now on.

	4. Install the second computer
	When you need to install CLOUDTCM_PC on the second or more computers, you need to install Cloud drive windows version too. You will see the same folder and Access database in the second computer. Setup the database route to the same folder again in your CLOUDTCM_PC software. All these computers would link to the same database and share the same data from now on.
	Note: The technique of cloud drive synchronization is not “real time ”, thus, you can not operate meridian measurement on more than one of your computers at the same time, it will be conflicted.
	Based on our experience, you need to wait about 1-3 minutes for the sync procedure of your cloud drive.

	Requirement for the measurement
	Requirements for the Environment
	The C.M.A.S. is a highly sensitive device. To minimize the interference from some environmental factors and achieve the highest accuracy, please prepare the environment as below:
	1. To avoid interference from the power source, please plug the computer to a power outlet or surge protector alone. Do not share the same power source with high-wattage or strong electromagnetic field devices, such as heater, microwave, refrigerator, motor, fan, vacuum cleaner, TV, air conditioner, oven, washer, dryer, etc. The usage of these electronics may produce power surge or electromagnetc interference.
	2. To avoid the interference of electromagnetic field, keep the computer and detective device at least.
	3 feet away from above-mentioned electronics even they do not share the same power source. Also keep cell phone and cordless phone 3 feet away from the computer, device, and all cables that connect to the device
	4. Do not use the computer and the device in a humid location such as the basement. If you have to use it in such a location, please turn on the air conditioner or dehumidifier.
	5. Temperature fluctuation affects the stability of the device. Do not place it close to heater or air conditioner vent or under direct sunlight.
	6. The examinee’s emotion should be stable in order to get accurate results. To stabilize the examinee's emotion during the measurement, the location should be clean, bright, roomy, and quiet.

	Requirements for the Examiner
	1. During examination, do not touch any metallic part on the detecting module. Only grab the plastic handle.
	2. The examiner should not touch the examinee during reading. This may introduce backgound noise during measurement. Either measurement device detectes background noise and pause collecting data or the reading is combined with noise.
	3. Please avoid having a conversation with the client as this might affect his/her emotion.

	Requirements for the Examinee
	1. The abnormal dietary and resting patterns will affect the reading temporary. During 8 hours prior to taking measurement, please do not drink alcohol or coffee, or take drug that affect the nerve system, such as sleeping pills; otherwise, the results will be altered.
	2. To stablize the examinee, please rest for at least 15 minutes.
	3. After the meal or intensive exercise, such as swimming, running, etc., examinee should wait for at least an hour.
	4. Hands and feet should be dried. Perspiration or dampness on the skin surface introduces noise from other meridians and affects the reading.
	5. Metallic items such as watches, rings, necklaces, glasses, etc. should be taken off to avoid short-circuit between meridians.
	6.Make sure the skin surface is clean and free of oil, lotion, etc. Otherwise, use 70% alcohol to clean the meridian points. Not only the alcohol cleans the skin surface to ensure higher accuracy, but also it evaporates rapidly and kills germs.
	7.The body should not touch the ground, wall or metal furnitures. The feet should rest on nonconductive material. If the isolation is poor, the device may not read signal.
	8.In order to get more accurate results, the examinee should lie down while taking the measurement.
	9. After measurement, the meridian energy value may change slightly due to the detecting current. It is normal and temporary. However, in order to get the most accurate reading,please take another measurement the next day.


